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Summary: In this paper we will cover the most important aspects of design patterns and their major role in
developing biometric and RFID applications. RFID is one of the most important technologies for the future of
applications. Another important aspect is providing solutions for different types of threats and attacks which take
place in a biometric or RFID system
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1. Introduction
Numerous issues unresolved regarding the detailed technical and sheer operational capabilities of RFID
technology are taken into consideration in this article. Because of the large number of considerations which must
be undertaken, only few intangible and theoretical considerations, such as privacy, social, security, ethical and
architectural are touched in this paper and lead us to the problems that biometrics and RFID technology have
raised.
When we wish to apply biometrics and RFID in production, it needs to be integrated into the used IT
systems. Untill today system designers cannot rely on a standard template as a solution for integrating RFID
technology in the manufacture software systems.
There two categories of patterns for RFID and biometric systems presented here: architectural patterns
which are for distributing context data and architectural patterns for distributing filter logic.
The first category provide solutions for managing the flow of context data along the production process.
The term ‘context data’ refers to workflow data for controlling the process and security solutions are presented
also. The following patterns (RFID Pipeline Pattern, Pulled Context Pattern and Pushed Context Pattern) adress
the management of stored formation in the automation pattern for manufacturing. These patterns will provide
solutions to the distribution of workflow data, state information, and configurations along production steps.
Security aspects and configurations will be presented.
The second category is referring to architectural patterns for distributing filter logic. Before business
applications can be used there are several filtering and preprocessing steps for the raw RFID which is read. IT
system had to transform the stream of tag observations in business relevant information. As we can see in [1], we
name this transformation of raw events into primitive events and subsequently into more complex events.

2.

RFID-pipeline pattern

The pattern, named RFID-pipeline, defines a logic process for deployment which helps triggering the
production steps. The strongest points of this pattern are reliability and scalability of the system.
Figure 1 shows the data flow and physical deployment defined by the RFID-pipeline pattern. Activities
in an RFID pipeline fall into three sequential parts. (1) Initializing the pipeline, (2) sequentially triggering and
executing production steps, and (3) finalizing the pipeline. In the first step, initial state information, workflow
data, and configurations are written on an RFID tag. In most cases the initialization would be triggered in the
back-end system because it holds the required information. It follows the sequence of triggering and executing
production steps. The processing-logic for each step is deployed on an edge PC on the plant floor. Each step
reads state information from the previous step, workflow data, and configurations from the RFID tag. [14]
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Fig. 1. The RFID-pipeline pattern[14]

3.

Pulled-Context Pattern

The strentgts of this pattern consist in the fact that he support the scalability of the systems. It make the process
of access very easy at the production stations and he simplifies the control of data flow.
Figure 2 shows the data flow and physical deployment that the pulled-context pattern defines. The data flow
starts with reading the identifier from the RFID tag at a production station. The edge PC at the production station
uses this identifier to pull the required context information for the production from a central coordination
component in the back end. It is important to note that distance reads of tags RFID can help in conducting the
pulling step before the data is actually required. The central coordination component sends context data for the
production to the corresponding edge PC as response to the pull request. After conducting the production step,
the edge PC transfers updated status information back to the central coordination component. This procedure is
repeated afterward for each production step. [8, 14]

Fig. 2. The pulled-context pattern [8,4,14]
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4.

Thin-Filter Edge Pattern

The thin-filter edge pattern describes the deployment of preprocessing of RFID data on different hardware
tiers. The pattern represent an architectural alternative to thickfilter edge pattern. The strength of the pattern
consist in simplicity. It fits best to infrastructures with a thin edge tier and to applications where RFID is used for
process monitoring.
The pattern directs raw RFID events through a pipeline of filtering and preprocessing operations, see Figure
3 right. The first operations in the pipeline run on edge PCs that control the RFID readers. (Note that some
readers have powerful computation capabilities and can replace the edge PC in this pattern.) Subsequent filter
operations run in the back end before data is passed on to higher level applications. [14]
The most important advantage of the thin-filter edge pattern is that it keeps processing at edge devices
simple. It matches with the typical distribution of filter operations in RFID middleware solutions. The presented
solution are focus on monitoring applications e.g., for logistic tracking or warehouse management. For
manufacturing this pattern is most suitable if RFID is used for monitoring and documentations rather than for
real-time control of production steps. [14,6,8]

Fig. 3 – Thin-Filter Edge Pattern

5.

Conclusions and Results
We have study a set of patterns for the integration of RFID in business application which was mainly

studied in the field of logistic application. We have taked into consideration the EPVglobal developed standards
for capturing and exchanging RFID events. These standards defines interfaces for tracking and tracing
applications. We presented architectural patterns which provide concrete design option for integrating RFID in
manufacturing IT systems.
We have combine cryptography and biometrics into the patterns that we presented to ensure privacy and
security of the data. Finnaly we suggest an actual implementation of the patterns proposed on real biometrics
data. The resulting error rate is acceptable and it is not worse that the best error rate of a single characteristic of
biometric systems on which is based. Our study open a large way for a scale applicability of privacy for
biometric systems. Table 1 show an overview of how the patterns can be combined.
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Table 1. Combining the presented architectural patterns
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